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Scientific Impact: 
• Advances fine-grained capability 

management, resource accounting, 
and container management 
techniques

• Defines new virtualization and 
network stack architectures to 
improve both scalability and security

Solution: 
• Automatically allocate 

lightweight “single use” containers 
for each user to increase isolation

• Provide per-user capabilities, forensic logging, 
and resource management

• Leverage SDN, NFV, and programmable NICs to 
ensure secure, scalable, and high performance 
network IO

Broader Impact: 
• Prototype will demonstrate securing 

WordPress, a web framework used by 24 
million sites worldwide

• Educational activities include 4 
undergraduate projects and 4 graduate 
students across GW and WPI
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Fine Grained Protection for 
Scalable Single-Use Services

Introduction: Enhancing Isolation and Forensics via Single-Use Services
Each day, billions of Internet users access resources on shared servers, such as cloud services. Many

cloud-based services are large-scale distributed systems that run inside a set of virtual machines (VMs).
These VMs each provide a component of the service and host thousands of concurrent users to achieve
economies of scale. This architecture design is efficient from an infrastructure perspective, but the design
can hinder security and place these billions of users at risk of attack.

Multiplexing a virtual server across multiple users and services leads to four security concerns: 1) any
vulnerability on the server can be exploited by an attacker to affect other users of the server, 2) the large
number of concurrent users confounds the forensic analysis needed to understand and properly attribute the
attack, 3) compromises can persist on the server to attack future users, and 4) the traffic aggregation at the
servers limits downtime opportunities needed to patch servers, leaving systems vulnerable.

These security concerns can lead to real-world impacts. In 2008, Asprox [83] was the first malware that
propagated by exploiting both clients and servers and infected over 10 thousand sites. Asprox bots com-
promise a web server via an SQL injection attack that then spreads malware to infect clients. Those clients
then propagate the attack via SQL injection attacks on more servers. In 2013, Asprox re-emerged as the
Kuluoz botnet and continued its attacks. In February 2016, the web server for Linux Mint, a popular Linux
distribution, was compromised to include malicious software in the distributed OS installation media [45].

One way to address these concerns is to create separate instances of the servers so each client has access
to a dedicated instance of the environment and software. This would isolate clients, preventing malicious
users from affecting others. Further, these servers could be reset to a clean state after each connection,
eliminating the persistence of compromise and facilitating system upgrades and patches. Unfortunately,
such an approach is unrealistic using physically separate servers. Even using VMs for each server instance
would take tens of seconds to boot and require substantial dedicated resources, such as memory and CPU
time. To make this concept practical, we need a new architectural design.

We propose an innovative architecture based on lightweight containers and software-defined network-
ing (SDN) to overcome these challenges. Like VMs, containers can isolate processes with respect to disk,
network, memory, and CPU and to place limits on each of these resources. However, unlike VMs, contain-
ers share the same operating system kernel, yielding far greater efficiency. Our Single-use Services (SuS)
platform will make it possible to run a large number of lightweight containers, each hosting an instance of
a user’s desired application. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our system architecture. We focus on server
applications that are either stateless or only require session state for individual users. We allocate an instance
of each service per user, isolating the data and user actions to facilitate forensic analysis. Our architecture
carefully manages the container’s resources to meet our scalability and security-policy goals.
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Figure 1: A client connects to a chain of three Single-Use Service containers. The communication then goes through
a security container, called a “middlebox,” that acts as an application-layer aware firewall and verifies SQL operations
are proper before it reaches the shared MySQL database. The SuS Orchestrator coordinates with the SuS manager on
each host to assign capabilities that define how containers are allowed to interact.
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Challenge: 
Web application servers are accessed by many 
clients simultaneously, allowing a single malicious 
user to affect the service for legitimate customers.
Current isolation technologies (VMs, containers) do 
not scale well to support finer grained isolation, 
nor can authentication services effectively assign 
per-user credentials or track per-user activities 
for forensic logging.


